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Sailing in Chile: Part 2 - Sailing in the White

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sailing-in-chile-part-2-sailing-in-the-white/

Every sailor has a comfort zone.  For most of us, this zone is a moving target that expands a little bit each
time we push ourselves to experience something new.  I remember the first time we crossed Georgia
Strait – even though it was calm and we motored almost the whole way across, there was an underlying
current of anxiety.  What if the engine fails?  What if there is no wind and we can’t sail across?  How will
we get into our slip in the marina?  Of course none of those worries came to pass – on that particular
crossing, anyway.

Each time we ventured out on the boat, we encountered a new situation that pushed our comfort zone a
little bit further.  Whether it was sailing downwind in our first gale while trying to get our spinnaker pole
down, making that hard left turn at Neah Bay, or dealing with our first major ‘issue’ at sea when our
forestay came undone our first night out, we learned from each experience and moved forward feeling a
bit more comfortable and confident.

As our sailing experience increased, so did our comfort zone.  We survived our first overnight passage,
our first really rough weather, our first engine problem offshore, our first big ocean crossing, and then our
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first gale (of six) in 30 foot seas in the southern ocean.  I wouldn’t necessarily want to repeat some of
those experiences, but we learned to trust ourselves and the boat and I know I can now handle situations I
couldn’t have dreamed of 10 years ago when we started sailing.

Adventure is all about traveling outside your comfort level, but being ‘in that zone’ for long periods of
time can wear you down.  Sailing in Chile with the winds, inclement weather and the general remoteness
of the area put us out of our comfort zone numerous times last season.

A few months ago, en route to the glacier at Laguna San Rafael, we had one of our typical sailing days
moving from one unknown anchorage to the next, aka:  STRESSFUL.  After three days of traveling south
in strong winds from varying directions, fighting contrary currents that were predicted to be with us, and
trying to decipher the cryptic language nuances of the two cruising guidebooks we use for this area, we
were starting to get a little tired. So imagine how we felt when we were forced to add “Sailing in the
White” to our daily routine. This is a term that strikes fear into the most hardened, crusty cruiser, as it
means you are now sailing without a map to tell you what is below the surface of the water.

 Our route between through the “white” into Puerto Aguirre.

Chile’s charts have improved dramatically over the past 10 years and their Chart Atlas, which contains
every marine chart for the entire coast, is a model that should be followed by every country in the world. 
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However, there are still areas where the underlying depth information was determined by a guy in a row
boat with a lead line in 1720.

In planning our next day of travel to the small town of Puerto Aguirre, we realized that to get to the
anchorage in a timely manner (ie, before the big forecasted afternoon blow, the current switching and
darkness), we would have to travel through a minefield of uncharted reefs, unnamed islets and narrow
passes, with no depth information indicated on the charts.  How could we possibly not run aground?

The night before this passage was spent pouring over the charts, both electronic and paper, comparing
them with our cached electronic google satellite images to check for any differences along our planned
route.  We studied the guidebooks for any hints of what to avoid and read the long trip reports of all those
who had passed before us.  Our fear was dampened a little by the knowledge we gleaned and eventually
transformed itself into a healthy caution.  We were as ready as we could be and it was time to move on.

 The Atlas Hidrografico de Chile contains every chart for the entire coast of Chile, which is fantastic.
However, a magnifying glass is required to read any of them.

The next morning we set off “Into the White” with a feeling of mild anxiety.  Of course the contrary wind
picked up earlier than anticipated and the currents were, as usual, not from the direction we expected. 
The depth sounder jumped dramatically from 200 m to 2 m and then back to 200 m.  Were there fish
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below?  Rocks?  A thermocline?  Was the depth sounder having a seizure?  We began to question what
we knew.  Were we really prepared?  The answer was a resounding YES.  We reefed to make the boat
comfortable, realized the current wasn’t slowing forward progress to a halt, and learned to ignore the
erratic readings on the depth sounder (well, sort of).  We followed our planned course and nothing went
‘bump’.  Dolphins leaped, Albatross soared, and Penguins bobbed around us.  We made it to Puerto
Aguirre with no paint missing off the bottom.  Our comfort zone had creeped another inch forward.

Cover photo: Sea Rover II docked at Marina Austral in the lovely town of Puerto Aguirre in the heart of
northern Patagonia.

About The Author

Karina McQueen & Gary Peacock

Sea Rover II - Oyster 435

Karina McQueen and Gary Peacock on s/v Sea Rover II left Vancouver in 2014. They spent the next 3
years exploring the Sea of Cortez and Mexican Riviera before sailing to Valdivia, Chile via the
Galapagos and Easter Island in 2018. They are currently experiencing the trials and tribulations (and cold)
of high latitude sailing. 

_______________________________________________
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Mbtiles for OpenCPN: a Huge Step Forward for Satellite
Charting

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/mbtiles-for-opencpn-a-huge-step-forward-for-satellite-
charting/

OpenCPN has become a staple for cruisers. Even those that don’t use it as their primary software for
navigation have it loaded on a computer for use in planning, research and exchanging information with
other cruisers. An increasingly capable navigation software suite, it is worth exploring and loading on
your computer aboard.

Around 2005, mariners who were also computer geeks, began to realize the potential to use satellite
imagery alongside nautical charts in poorly charted areas of the world, using (free) services like Google
Earth™. Around 2010, a sailor (Paul Higgins aboard Gday II) who was a programmer, developed
GE2KAP (Google Earth to KAP (*.KAP files are a common file format for nautical charts)). This was a
revelation: suddenly, you could see if charts were offset, see many uncharted hazards, and note details not
contained on even the most detailed of nautical charts. Paul updates his work constantly, and has added
*.Mbtile support in his new software SAT2CHART (SATellite to CHART).

Cruisers around the world began feverishly creating and sharing GE2KAP based ‘chartlets’ of under-
charted regions and the safety of coast wise navigation soared. GE2KAP, while fantastic, had a few
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issues:  it was a form of image capture, so you needed to do the coast, an area or anchorage at a time as
you viewed it; it was time consuming, the form of image capture degraded the original satellite image
through the process of converting it to a *.KAP file, and it was not possible to capture a high quality
detailed image of a large area.

The new *.Mbtiles image format supported in OpenCPN version 5.0, released in May 2019, overcomes
many of these issues, and makes creating detailed satellite images of large areas simple (although still
time consuming). This article is designed as a walk through of one of the processes to create and use
satellite images in OpenCPN using SasPlanet (a free Russian Geographic Information System software
package), while getting you set up for other methods as you want to explore further.

Downloading and Installing the Software

First, gather snacks and beverages. Perhaps make a pot of coffee. We’re going to be here a while. Take
your Windows based PC, snacks and beverages to a place with good high speed internet – if at home, use
an Ethernet cable directly to your PC if you can, it’s faster than WiFi. Then download and install the
following software:

OpenCPN, version 5.0+
SasPlanet, any version should be ok, but I chose to install it from the *.ZIP file on Paul Higgins’
site to ensure compatibility with his work in SAT2CHART. Click on the link Sasplanet.zip. Unzip
the SasPlanet directory in the zip file to your hard drive, for example to C:\SasPlanet. There is no
‘install program’ for SasPlanet: you click on the sasplanet.exe program file to run it. You can
create a shortcut to make running it easier, by right clicking on the sasplanet.exe file and selecting
‘create shortcut’ and copying or dragging and dropping the shortcut to your desktop.
Google Earth™. You MUST use an older version, as the newer versions are not compatible with
SAT2CHART. If you have a version other than 7.1.2.2041 (circa 2013) on your PC, uninstall it
via ‘settings’ or ‘control panel’ on your computer and then install the correct version from Paul
Higgins’ download site.
SAT2CHART, available from Paul Higgins’ download site (or a newer version if available). Run
SAT2CHART, and it may ask you to install additional software; just follow the instructions.

All these were current links as of early October 2019, but are likely to change over time.

Configuring SasPlanet

Now open SasPlanet and configure it (open it by clicking on the sasplanet.exe file or the shortcut you
created).

Step 1: Click ‘view’, and select ‘main’, ‘zoom’ and ‘sources’.
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Step 2: Click ‘source’ and choose ‘Internet & Cache’

Step 3: Click ‘settings’, ‘layer settings’, and select ‘Hybrid (Google)’
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Step 4: Use ‘file manager’ program to find the file “C:\SasPlanet\Maps\sas.maps\Google\Ghyb.zmp” on
your hard drive, and edit where it says “ru” to “en” (resetting the language from Russian to English)

Step 5: Go to ‘settings’, ‘later settings’ ‘Hybrid (Google)’, click and select ‘settings Internet’ edit the
text in the popup box from ”ru” to “en” (this resets the language from Russian to English).
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Shut down SasPlanet and restart it for the reset language changes to take effect.

Creating Your Satellite Charts

Now you’re ready to get to work on creating satellite charts. Whew! There are two ways to do this with
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reasonable expedience. I will use the Gulf of Fonseca (approximately 13° 13’ North, 87° 38’ West) as an
example.

First Method

In the first method, you download tiles in a batch, and then convert them to *.Mbtile. To download an
area in a batch, select it with the rectangle or other area selection tool on the menu. View the satellite
image at zoom level 10 or 11 (in zoom slider on right) so you don’t select too large an area. Tile set of
~100,000 tiles seems to make manageable downloads and reasonable *.Mbtile ‘charts’ in use.

After you select the area, a box pops up. Select the zoom levels you want to download by ticking the
‘zooms’ boxes on the right for 16 and 18, select the ‘download’ tab, tick the ‘close download window
once finish’ and set the ‘split selection to, parts’ to the maximum value (this will change based on area
selected and computer used). Click ‘start’. Take a breath, this will be a while.
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After you have downloaded these images, they are available for viewing in SasPlanet, even when you are
no longer connected to the Internet, as well as for re-processing and exporting as *.Mbtile, whether
you’re connected to the Internet or not. SasPlanet can be connected to a GPS and used as a satellite image
chart viewer in its own right, but lacks the navigation features of OpenCPN.

Google does have some limits on downloads, and the Internet can sometimes fail in attempts to download
image sets. If your finished product has gaps in coverage, review the downloaded area on the screen and
re-download as required to ‘fill in the blanks’. Enabling ‘view’ ‘cached tiles map’ and selecting the
appropriate zoom level in SasPlanet will show via a shaded area what tiles you have downloaded for the
specified zooms.
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Notes on zoom levels:

I like 16 and 18; try them and see if that works for you. Not all areas of the earth have all levels of zoom.
In some areas you may have to use lower zooms, like 14 and 16 or 15 and 17. While zoom levels above
18 are available for some areas, they don’t seem to add much value for navigation (at least to my eye),
and image sets below 12 or 14 don’t seem to have much use value in navigation, as the detail is poor.
When selecting zoom levels to download, I find skipping a level works fine and makes the Mbtiles chart
smaller.

After the download completes and all the download windows close, go to the area selection tool again and
select ‘last selection’.
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Export step: When you click this, the same box pops up as did for the download, but now select the
‘export’ tab, set the ‘export selection to format’ to ‘Mbtiles 1.2 (SQLite3)’, and enter the appropriate
values in the ‘save to’ box (in this case the directory I want to save to: ‘C:\charts\mbtiles\’ and the
filename, ‘gulf of fonseca.mbtiles’). Using the *.Mbtiles file extension tells OpenCPN it’s an Mbtiles
file so it is appropriately indexed.
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After a few minutes, this is complete, and you can add the directory in OpenCPN and view the charts.
Click ‘ok’ or ‘apply’ or if incrementing an existing set of files with a new Mbtiles chart, click ‘scan
charts and update database’ so OpenCPN indexes the files.

The area you have charted will show as a red outline:
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When you zoom in you will see the detailed satellite images. Use the charts groups tool in OpenCPN to
manage this with your other charts.

Second Method
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In the second method for satellite image chart creation, you simply ‘look around’ in SasPlanet at the area
of interest. As you look, zooming in and out, panning to maneuver around the area, SasPlanet caches
(saves) what you look at. You will notice ‘blank spots’ in the view, filling in as you look around as it
downloads the image tiles. After you are satisfied you have seen enough, you can then create a set of
Mbtiles by following the direction from the ‘export step’ above. In this case, a wider range of zoom
levels may be appropriate, and you will typically create a smaller file due to the lower level of detail.

Before “charting the world” by downloading lots and lots of images and creating millions of tiles, test the
first file or two you create at different zoom levels on the PC and display you plan to use, as the
resolution of the files will give a different view on different screens.

Creating large areas is rather tedious, so teaming up with another cruiser or two and tag-teaming an area
makes sense, exchanging files later.

There are multiple data sources available for downloading via SasPlanet: Google, Bing, Yahoo, several
Marine chart options (including Navionics), and you can review them and play around to see what works
best for you. Not all of them work, and many have download limiting software on the database that limits
the number of images you can get. I have found the Google to be the most detailed and ‘freshest’, but
different areas could yield different results. I prefer the Hybrid view, which adds place names and objects
of interest yet doesn’t seem to impede the view of the coastline and water. Your opinion could be
different, and you might like a different data source, or Google Maps non-Hybrid view without the place
names.

Now that you’re an expert on one aspect of satellite charting, you can use Paul’s excellent SAT2CHART
for other areas, or with specific aspects of the Google Earth application, to create other charts. Perhaps I
will pen another article on how to get the most out of SAT2CHART, as a second in this series.

Have fun!

Cover image credit: U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Carlin Leslie – Public Domain

About The Author

Rob Murray

Avant - Beneteau First 435 Sloop

Rob Murray and Debra Zhou are doers currently in El Salvador, Central America. 

_______________________________________________
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Update your Membership Profile for BCA's 2020 Member
Directory

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/update-your-membership-profile-for-bcas-2020-member-
directory/

Make it one of your New Year’s resolutions to check your BCA profile information today! Is the
information accurate and up-to-date regarding your:

Name
Is it spelled correctly and capitalized appropriately, e.g., Cathy Smith-Brown, not cathy
Smith-brown

Mailing address
Please use the following street abbreviations (including the periods):

Ave., Blvd., Cir., Cres., Ct., Dr., Hts., Ln., Pkwy., Pl., Rd., St., Ter., Way.
For directions: N., S., E., W., N.W., N.E., S.W., S.E.

Phone number(s)
Be sure to check the area code(s)
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Email address
Ham and/or VHF licence
Partner/spouse, if applicable
Yacht club membership

Here’s how to review the existing information and make corrections or updates:

Go to the Bluewater Cruising Association website and log in
Click on Manage Profile (upper right rail)
Click on Edit Bio (found under “Information & Settings”)
Review / update your information and save changes (bottom of page)

If you are the primary member (the one who pays for the membership) check to make sure:

Your boat’s name and type are up-to-date
Marina or Currently Cruising info is up-to-date
Your partner/spouse (the associate member) and/or boat are listed as ‘sub-accounts’:
Click on Sub-accounts (look for the small blue box on the left after saving your Edit Bio changes,
OR click on Sub-accounts found under “Information & Settings”)

Is your partner/spouse linked to you?
Is your boat linked to you?
If they aren’t, follow the prompts to create a sub-account

If your partner/spouse does not have an email address, please update his/her profile information as
well as your own

If you do not remember your username and/or password, if your sub-accounts are not linked to your
account, or if you have any other questions about updating your profile, email Vimmy, BCA’s
administrator, for assistance.

Thank you for your updates; you will make the directory coordinators’ job much easier!  And good luck
with those other, more demanding resolutions.  Happy New Year!

 

About The Author

Donna Sassaman

Alia - Spencer 44
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Long-time BCA members, Donna and her husband, Bill, cruised to Mexico, French Polynesia, and
Hawaii from 1990 to 1993. She has served as Currents editor; Vancouver Island Chapter's
Communications Watchkeeper and Secretary; BCA Board Secretary; and has coordinated the annual
member directory since 2009. Donna is currently serving as the BCA Volunteer Coordinator. 

_______________________________________________
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Introducing BCA's New Board of Directors (2020)

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/introducing-bcas-new-board-of-directors-2020/

Congratulations to BCA’s new Board of Directors! Responsible for “steering the BCA ship” in 2020 are:

Commodore – David Mitchell
Vice Commodore – Vacant
Treasurer – Don Brown
Secretary – Katrina Barnes
Calgary Chapter Vice Commodore – John Kortbeek

Vancouver Chapter Vice Commodore – Stephen Carlman
Vancouver Island Chapter Vice Commodore – Debbie Warren
Past Commodore, Leslie Hansen, ex-officio member of the Board with voice but no vote.

And thanks to the outgoing members of the Board:

Secretary – Astrid Weiss

Calgary Chapter Vice Commodore – Cathy Norrie
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Past Commodore – Jennifer Handley

The  Board of Directors are volunteers who are elected by the members at the Annual General Meeting to
manage the Association and promote its financial health and growth.  Directors are elected for a one year
term and may stand for re-election.

Purpose

The Board of Directors represents the interests of all members of BCA and ensures that decisions are in
accordance with the purpose of the Association and reflect BCA’s mission, vision and values.  The Board
of Directors provide guidance, direction and financial authority to those Watchkeepers and/or staff
involved in the running of the association and ensure that services and activities provided to members
support the purpose of the association.  The Board meets as required, usually nine times, but no less than
five times a year.  Meetings are held by online conference call;  an annual face-to-face strategic planning
session usually occurs in March.

Authority, Accountability and Reporting

The Board of Directors:

Is responsible for the overall management of the Association.
Ensures that the Association complies with the Society Act and with the BCA Constitution and
Bylaws.
Is responsible for governance issues and compliance with the BCA Governance Manual.
Approves the annual budget.
Reviews quarterly financial status.
Approves all new, non-budgeted expenditure contracts over $1000 entered into by the Association
or any chapter; and is consulted and must approve all expenditures outside budget limits.
Approves and reviews all policies of the Association.
On an ongoing basis, reviews the development of BCA policies and procedures to advance good
governance and ensure that these are incorporated into the BCA Governance Manual.
Has the authority to employ or contract individuals to fulfill some of the tasks of the organization.
Manages all Requests for Proposals for outside contracts.
May appoint directors to fill vacant positions.
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 Past Past Commodore, Jennifer Handley, and new Past Commodore, Leslie Hansen with the
Commodore’s Bell

The Board of Directors appreciates the tremendous support shown by BCA members.  Your comments
and suggestions are always welcome.

Who’s who in the composite feature photo above?  BCA’s 2020 Board members. Upper left: Debbie
Warren; Lower left: John Kortbeek; Right photo from left: Stephen Carlman, Don Brown, David
Mitchell, Leslie Hansen, Katrina Barnes.

About The Author

Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
served as BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and Past Commodore from 2017-2019.

_______________________________________________
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The Eastern Mediterranean Sea: Egypt to Turkey

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/the-eastern-mediterranean-sea-egypt-to-turkey/

In the last article from Memories of a Circumnavigation, Hugh and Heather cruised the Red Sea,
exploring the coast of Eritrea, Sudan and Egypt. This segment of their world cruise sees them exploring
countries along the eastern coast of the Mediterranean Sea.

Lets continue to follow the adventures of Argonauta I, from when they began their journey in 1997 in the
Caribbean, until the completion of the circumnavigation in 2006, when they crossed their 1997 outbound
Caribbean track.

Near the end of an 8000 NM one year odyssey from Australia, we continued via countries often in the
throes of unrest: Israel, Palestine and Cyprus. In spring 2003 we felt there was a window of opportunity to
visit despite traditional conflicts.

Exiting the Suez Canal and entering the Mediterranean Sea spelled the end to a seventy-three day, 1383
NM passage up the Red Sea. We were approximately two thirds through a circumnavigation and looked
forward to some less challenging passage making.  We also planned a recess and intended to leave the
yacht in Turkey for the winter and return to Canada. The Mediterranean was familiar ground. Heather and
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I had each spent almost a decade in Europe visiting many Mediterranean countries. We had not, however,
visited the Middle Eastern or African countries which border this largest of European seas. As we set out
from Egypt, we chose ports of call which included some of those perhaps less frequented by cruisers.

May 30, 2003 saw us depart Africa for South West Asia. Despite the ongoing Gulf War Two, strife in the
Levantine was at an all-time low so we chose Ashkelon, Southern Israel as our first port.  Tel Aviv is
about 27 NM to the north of Ashkelon; the Palestinian Gaza Strip to the south only 8 NM. Ramallah, part
of the Palestinian Territory on the West Bank, is about 100 km by road to the northeast. Once we had
cleared a large fleet of fishing trawlers, it was an uneventful overnight passage of 132 NM.

 Welcomed by an Israeli Navy gunboat.

June 1 mid-morning, a full-on intercept by an Israeli Navy gunboat gave us clearance to enter Israel.
Arrival protocol for Israel is rigid.  We knew that the Israeli Navy could be expected to make contact on
VHF 16 about 25 miles out. We took the initiative and made contact and were subsequently identified on
radar. What followed was an extensive series of questions concerning the usual details: nationality, vessel
type, home port, port of departure and purpose of visit. We were then vectored onto a dog leg north
before we were allowed to turn inbound to Ashkelon, which added an extra hour to the passage. As we
closed with the coast, we were told that we could expect to be intercepted by a patrol vessel.  The vessel
soon made VHF contact as it approached us head-on at high speed, kicking up a huge bow wave. We
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were advised that we would be approached for close inspection. The vessel slowed and with several guns
trained on us, circled and looked us over. Finally, they eased away and transmitted “Argonauta I,
welcome to Israel”.

The Israeli Naval vessel withdrew at speed and we tied up at the Ashkelon Customs dock by midday. Our
documents were checked and we were asked to leave the yacht while a couple of alert looking officials
inspected below using sniffer equipment. They raised no objection to flares, but we assumed they would
be looking for weapons and drugs. Satisfied we were benign, they moved us to a full service marina slip.

Later we realized what the northerly vector was all about. As we approached the coastline, we could make
out what appeared to be a drilling rig. The vector took us well clear of what at the time was a natural gas
exploration project. A year later in 2004, the area became the Noa natural gas field.  With more
discoveries, this led to what is now referred to as the Israeli Gas Revolution, where Israel became self-
sufficient in natural gas.

We were glad we stopped off in Israel. David rubbed shoulders with many young Sabras (Israeli born),
several of whom were ex or active soldiers. He found their uninhibited company dynamic and exciting. It
was routine to encounter young people in uniform wandering around with an M16 assault rifle slung over
the shoulder. Guns were everywhere, even in a supermarket where we shopped. Heather, a retired teacher,
was surprised to see parent volunteers carrying weapons accompanying class trips.
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 The Western Wall holy site.

Once we recovered from the Red Sea, we hired a car and hit the road. It was easy to drive around. At the
time there were few checkpoints and of course, no Wall. We did not consider approaching Gaza! 
Jerusalem is a beautiful city, all monochromatic golden sandstone. We strolled the narrow arched streets
of the Old Town whose merchants seem to be hurting even more than those in Egypt. There were very
few tourists in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher and so its sacred sites were virtually deserted. There was
extremely strong security at the Western Wall. We spent a morning at the Israeli National Museum where
an articulate volunteer walked us through Judaic history.
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 Down to the Dead Sea.

We drove on via the West Bank through Palestinian administered areas such as Jericho, and then stayed at
a Kibbutz/resort with a pool to die for and the tastiest food we found in Israel. At a Dead Sea beach some
1300 feet below sea level, we lathered ourselves with magic mud and naturally, we had to float in the
water: 35% salt vs the normal 3.5%; water very greasy and slow to dry.
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 Dead Sea beach walk with armed civilian.

A Palestinian attack on an Israeli soldier in Gaza heralded a relapse into continuing strife. We returned to
the marina to learn of an Israeli reprisal attack on Hamas. The attack helicopter holding point was over
the marina and when the Israeli spotter on the ground targeted a vehicle in Gaza, they moved in using
Hellfire missiles. We could see things were getting worse by the hour so clearly it was time to get out of
‘Dodge’!

With intensifying conflict in our wake, we left on June 11 for Limassol, Cyprus.  A favourable WSW
wind gave us a fast two night passage and an early morning arrival at St Raphael Marina.  The marina is
well?protected but tie-up unbelievably complex: a spaghetti of lines just beneath the surface secured to
the bottom. This was our first encounter with med-mooring. There was little maneuvering room. We were
neophytes at the technique, and thus embarrassed ourselves with our ineptitude. Visualize a stern-to
approach turning into a bow-in with much arm waving and shouting from the dock master! We avoided
fouling submerged lines with keel and prop and did not collide with other vessels, but made every other
mistake. An instructive experience!

Experienced  locals back in all the way from the freeway and then in neutral, coast backwards into the
slip, picking up fixed bow lines  with a boat hook on the way in. The procedure looks easy but we were
definitely unprepared for the intricacy of using a boat hook to grab semi submerged lines. Since most
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Mediterranean marinas do not have side floats, local yachts were equipped with a boarding bridge called a
passerelle d’embarquement or simply a passerelle. The device can be deployed from either bow or stern,
which gives the crew a choice of which way to dock. We would have one built for us during our next haul
out as it was obvious we needed to be properly equipped.  Indeed, many marinas or town docks did not
provide anchored docking lines, thus yachts relied on just the anchor.  In fact, as we gained experience,
marinas or town docks without docking lines became our preference, as dropping our anchor while
backing in provided more directional control, as we did not have a bow thruster.

 Agia Kyriaki Chrysopolitissa church.

We took two bus tours rather than renting a car. This gave us the advantage of a knowledgeable guide and
the chance to relax. There are some archeological sites to rival Greece and Turkey: remarkable Byzantine
mosaics at Pafos; the birthplace of Aphrodite on a spectacular coastal drive. Inland there was the
magnificent scenery of the Troodos Mountains, reminiscent of the Black Forest in southern Germany. 
We ate the wonderful dips: tzaziki, tarasalamata, hommous, stuffed grape leaves and kebabs.
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 Byzantine mosaics at Pafos.

June 19, 2003 we departed Cyprus for the 192 NM passage to Kemer, Turkey. The two night passage was
routine with little wind.  On June 20, 2003, we were greeted by the craggy Taurus Mountains looming out
of the early morning haze above the small town of Kemer on the western shore of Antalya Bay. Arrival
went smoothly and with help from the docking staff, we were soon stern-to the quay. We had chosen
Kemer Marina, with its full service boatyard and haul out facility, as we intended to leave Argonauta I on
the hardstand. It was time for us to take a break and return to Canada, after some 17 months away from
home.

Of course, the boat was heavily laden with equipment, domestic impedimenta and necessary luxuries such
as books. It was interesting to note with relief the things we had not needed: malaria medication, life raft,
emergency rations, sea anchor and the video necessary to deploy it, medical kit with its catheters and
tourniquets, rig cutter; almost a complete stock of Imodium. Now we faced the onerous task of weeding,
packing, and mailing at least some of it. There was NO leftover wine and the scotch had been traded for
Kraft Dinner back in the Red Sea.

Secure in Kemer Marina, we could look back on what had been the longest unbroken stretch of our west-
about circumnavigation.  Townsville, Australia at latitude 19 15 South, Longitude 146 49.4 East to
Kemer, Turkey at latitude 36 34 North, Longitude 30 31.7 East represents west bound progress of just
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under one?third the distance around the globe. We had moved from within The Tropic of Capricorn to
well north of The Tropic of Cancer. It was about 17 months since we had departed Canada on January 29,
2002 to begin this odyssey.

David flew back to Canada June 25. He had joined us twice: in Australia from Port Douglas to Darwin
and again from Phuket, Thailand to Kemer, Turkey. He had proven himself to be a good crew member
and we valued his assistance both on passage and in port. With his flights and some 6000 NM on 
Argonauta I he had circled the globe by the time he reached home in Toronto. Not bad for a twenty?year
old!

Argonauta I hauled at Kemer, Turkey June 30, 2003.

Monday, June 30, we hauled the boat and July 5, flew back to Canada. The hull looked good; no osmosis!
We looked forward to a recess, perhaps until March 2004. Then we would return to Kemer to continue
westbound. Winters can be severe throughout the Med, so we planned summer cruises of three or four
months until we regained the tropics. The first season would see us cruise the Greek Islands before
continuing to Malta. We would then return to Africa, finally heading north to winter the yacht, this time
in Southern France.

About The Author
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Hugh & Heather Bacon

Argonauta I - Beneteau 440

Hugh and Heather left the Caribbean Island of Tortola in 1997. Their route took them through the
Caribbean to Panama. They transited the Canal in May 1999 and once in the Pacific, they explored the
Galapagos and many South Pacific Island Groups enroute to Australia. September 2002, they departed
Australia sailing North of Africa, first through South East Asia and then the Indian Ocean and up the Red
Sea to The Med.. In 2004 they continued to Southern France. Next year they went on to Gibraltar,
Morocco and the many Atlantic Islands. In January 2006 they departed the Cape Verde Islands and
completed their circumnavigation off Grenada later that month. Two more years in the Caribbean brought
them once again to the Panama Canal and in 2008, Argonauta I arrived in Sidney BC. 

_______________________________________________
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Women's Day: 2020 Vancouver Boat Show

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/womens-day-2020-vancouver-boat-show/

Join Pacific Yachting Systems at Women’s Day at the 2020 Vancouver Boat Show!

Pacific Yachting Systems is once again presenting Women’s Day at the Vancouver International Boat
Show. This is a conference designed specifically for women who boat (or want to!) and organized by a
group of women volunteers who feel passionate about building community.

Plan to attend Women’s Day at the Vancouver International Boat Show on Saturday, February 8, 2020
and be a part of this amazing and supportive group. Not only do these sessions educate, but they also
inspire women to develop skills and build confidence. This year, the day will feature boating seminars
and guest speakers with presentations for powerboaters, sailors, beginners or seasoned skippers. There are
lots of topics to choose from including solar onboard, yacht charters in far off destinations, cooking in
small spaces, local destinations, weather and avoiding emergencies.

Tickets

Registration for this event is now open. Registration is required and includes a ticket to enjoy the boat
show, which is open until 2000h so you will have plenty of time to explore the show after. And to top it
all off, every registrant receives an amazing gift bag and raffle prize.

The cost is $99, but tickets are limited and will sell out fast.

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch
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Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: January 2020

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-january-2020/

Well apparently, the 2019-20 BCA V.I. Fleet can perform very well without its coordinators! On
Wednesday, December 8, with David Mitchell stepping in as moderator, while Daragh and I were
warming our bones in southern climes, the group of twelve from eight vessels were schooled in Open
CPN by Rudy Witt. Rudy has been a fabulous asset for this group and we very much appreciate his input
over the past several years guiding future offshore sailors through the routines of accessing and applying
this valuable tool. Further practice is tentatively planned for the V.I. Fleet rendezvous being set up for the
April 17-19 weekend.

Leigh Anderson performed well as a warmup show demonstrating a dye penetrant non-destructive test for
use on standing rigging in the Show & Tell section of the meeting.

In February, Barb Erickson will be presenting on Provisioning and I will lead a discussion of Checklists
& Procedures.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch
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Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.

_______________________________________________
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Rigging Essentials for Smooth Sailing!

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/rigging-essentials-for-smooth-sailing/

Steve, owner of Steve White Rigging,  shares years of experience in this day long course.  He will cover
preparing your vessel for leaving, maintenance and repairs.  As well, he will take an in-depth look at
standing and running rigging and winches.  This will include a discussion on rigging options and
applications.

Steve has been on the coast sailing, inspecting, recommending and installing rigging for 40 years.   His
easy manner and deep experience will make this an informative course that gives you the breathing room
to ask questions and delve into detail.    During this day long  course, Steve will cover how to prepare for
a long cruise including, inspections (what to look for and how to be proactive), upgrades needed to ensure
smooth sailing, and repair supplies that are essential to handle the unexpected. He will also address
maintenance on your rigging including furling, standing and running rigging, as well as winches.  Though
we all try to prevent the unexpected, Steve will also guide you in repair techniques on the fly. 

_______________________________________________
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Calgary Club Night - Buy a Boat and Sail the Med

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/calgary-club-night-buy-a-boat-and-sail-the-med/

Garry and Linda Orme were motor boat owners for over 25 years before they took up sailing in 2015. 
They took their ISPA certifications on the west coast of Canada, then began the journey of buying a
sailboat.  They purchased Amore, a Hanse 41.5 sloop, in Croatia and have been sailing her around Croatia
and Greece for the last three summers.  Come on out and hear about their adventures and love of sailing
in the Mediterranean.

Reminisce with them about the hot sun, warm water, and coastal sailing as we all are enduring this cold
winter in Calgary!
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Vancouver Club Night - Victoria to the Sea of Cortez: The
Journey Within

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-victoria-to-the-sea-of-cortez-the-
journey-within/

Join Stefa Katamay as she takes us to the places visited that we rarely talk about – the places we journey
to within ourselves while cruising.

Stefa Katamay and Jürgen Harding spent three years preparing themselves and their Tayana 37 Mazu for
an offshore voyage from Victoria to San Francisco and then the coastal hop to the Sea of Cortez. Over
that time, it wasn’t just the sights that produced awe, wonder and delight.

Recognizing and managing anxiety, identifying communication issues and solutions, managing
themselves and sharing leadership on the boat were transformative experiences. Join Stefa as she takes us
to the places visited that we rarely talk about – the places we journey to within ourselves while cruising.

About the Presenters
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Stefa and Jürgen came to big boat ownership in 2014 when they bought their Tayana 37 Mazu and moved
aboard. Both came from small boat sailing in Ontario – Stefa owned and maintained an international 420
and dabbled in windsurfing; Jürgen windsurfed competitively from 1979 – 1992 and maintained a 26’
Nash.

Once Mazu was in their lives both Stefa and Jürgen threw themselves at courses and experiences to
develop their big boat skills in tandem. In 2017 Stefa and Jürgen sailed Mazu to Mexico where she now
sits on the hard. Last year Stefa and Jürgen returned to Canada to settle in Victoria where Stefa
subsequently qualified as a Retirement Options™ Coach and is now helping others transition to new
challenges.

Please mark your calendar to attend this event.

The bar will be open as usual.

_______________________________________________
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